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170 Television: But it was the conflict in Syria that just massively wrapped up the terrorist plan. 
171 Hundreds of British Jihadists had gone to join the ranks to assemble the Islamic state. 
172 Derek Murphy: They shouldn't be allowed back in the country, mate. 
173 Callum Tulley: Where are they from? 

174 Derek Murphy: And if they come back, put them in internment camps. 
175 Male Officer: They're from Britain, mate. [Inaudible] 
176 Callum Tulley: Oh, born in Britain? 

177 Derek Murphy: Yeah, generation [inaudible]. They're all second generation. 
178 Male Officer: [Inaudible] in Russia. 
179 Derek Murphy: Put them in internment camps. 
180 Television: The government's preventive program is to steer people away from extremism 
181 before it's too late. 
182 Callum Tulley: What do you think the best way to deal with them is? 

183 Derek Murphy: Huh? 
184 Callum Tulley: What do you think the best way to deal with them, is? 
185 Derek Murphy: [Inaudible]. 

186 Callum Tulley: Well, they just said he was known to the security services. 
187 Derek Murphy: Lock them up or fucking deport them, one of the two. And no 
188 Male Officer: Yeah but they are going to get back, won't they? 

189 [Crosstalk] 
190 Derek Murphy: Well, what is the solution? 
191 Male Officer: Try bullets [inaudible] 
192 Derek Murphy: Oh, well that'd be an ideal solution [inaudible]. 
193 Callum Tulley: Yeah, reality is, they are not going to allow that. 

194 Male Officer: [Inaudible] let them go to Syria. Get one of them [inaudible] locate their little 
195 chip, send a drone in. Delightful [?]. Job done. [Inaudible] British soil. 
196 Derek Murphy: Think about this. In 2009, ISIS broadcast to the world saying that we are 
197 going to kill you with our soldiers disguised as refugees, and they done it and the whole 
198 fucking - Europe, sat back and let it happen. 
199 Male Officer: Yeah, look what Germany did, let them all in [inaudible]. 
200 Derek Murphy: [Inaudible]. Opened the floodgates to them. And refugees [inaudible] there 
201 were soldiers. 
202 
203 [END OF TRANSCRIPT] 
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